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How Pivotal Isocubics Intersect the Circumcircle

Bernard Gibert

Abstract. Given the pivotal isocubicK = pK(Ω, P ), we seek its common
points with the circumcircle and we also study the tangents at these points.

1. Introduction

A pivotal cubicK = pK(Ω, P ) with poleΩ, pivot P , is the locus of pointM
such thatP , M and itsΩ-isoconjugateM∗ are collinear. It is also the locus of
pointM such thatP ∗ (the isopivot or secondary pivot),M and the cevian quotient
P/M are collinear. See [2] for more information.1 The isocubicK meets the cir-
cumcircle(O) of the reference triangleABC at its vertices and three other points
Q1, Q2, Q3, one of them being always real. This paper is devoted to a study of
these points and special emphasis on their tangents.

2. Isogonal pivotal cubics

We first consider the case where the pivotal isocubicK = pK(X6, P ) is isogonal
with pole the Lemoine pointK.

2.1. Circular isogonal cubics.When the pivotP lies at infinity,K contains the
two circular points at infinity. Hence it is a circular cubic of the classCL035 in
[3], and has only one real intersection with(O). This is the isogonal conjugateP ∗

of the pivot.
The tangent atP is the real asymptotePP ∗ of the cubic and the isotropic tan-

gents meet at the singular focusF of the circular cubic.F is the antipode ofP ∗ on
(O).

The pairP andP ∗ are the foci of an inscribed conic, which is a parabola with
focal axisPP ∗. WhenP traverses the line at infinity, this axis envelopes the deltoid
H3 tritangent to(O) at the vertices of the circumtangential triangle. The contact of
the deltoid with this axis is the reflection inP ∗ of the second intersection ofPP ∗

with the circumcircle. See Figure 1 with the Neuberg cubicK001 and the Brocard
cubicK021. For example, with the Neuberg cubic,P ∗ = X74, the second point on
the axis isX476, the contact is the reflection ofX476 in X74.

Publication Date: December 10, 2007. Communicating Editor: Paul Yiu.
The author thanks Paul Yiu for his help in the preparation of this paper.
1Most of the cubics cited here are now available on the web-site

http://perso.orange.fr/bernard.gibert/index.html, where they are referenced under a catalogue
number of the formKnnn.
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Figure 1. Isogonal circular cubic with pivot at infinity

2.2. Isogonal cubics with pivot on the circumcircle.WhenP lies on(O), the re-
maining two intersectionsQ1, Q2 are antipodes on(O). They lie on the perpendic-
ular atO to the linePP ∗ or the parallel atO to the Simson line ofP . The isocubic
K has three real asymptotes:
(i) One is the parallel atP/P ∗ (cevian quotient) to the linePP ∗.
(ii) The two others are perpendicular and can be obtained as follows. ReflectP
in Q1, Q2 to getS1, S2 and draw the parallels atS∗

1 , S∗

2 to the linesPQ1, PQ2.
These asymptotes meet atX on the lineOP . Note that the tangent to the cubic at
Q1, Q2 are the linesQ1S

∗

1 , Q2S
∗

2 . See Figure 2.

2.3. The general case.In both cases above, the orthocenter of the triangle formed
by the pointsQ1, Q2, Q3 is the pivotP of the cubic, although this triangle is not
a proper triangle in the former case and a right triangle in the latter case. More
generally, we have the following

Theorem 1. For any pointP , the isogonal cubicK = pK(X6, P ) meets the cir-
cumcircle atA, B, C and three other pointsQ1, Q2, Q3 such thatP is the ortho-
center of the triangleQ1Q2Q3.
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Figure 2. Isogonal cubic with pivot on the circumcircle

Proof. The linesQ1Q
∗

1, Q2Q
∗

2, Q3Q
∗

3 pass through the pivotP and are parallel to
the asymptotes of the cubic. Since they are the axes of three inscribed parabolas,
they must be tangent to the deltoidH3, the anticomplement of the Steiner deltoid.
This deltoid is a bicircular quartic of class3. Hence, for a givenP , there are only
three tangents (at least one of which is real) to the deltoid passing throughP .

According to a known result,Q1 must be the antipode on(O) of Q′

1, the isogo-
nal conjugate of the infinite point of the lineQ2Q3. The Simson lines ofQ′

1, Q2,
Q3 are concurrent. Hence, the axes are also concurrent atP . But the Simson line
of Q1 is parallel toQ2Q3. HenceQ1Q

∗

1 is an altitude ofQ1Q2Q3. This completes
the proof. See Figure 3. �

Remark.These pointsQ1, Q2, Q3 are not necessarily all real nor distinct. In [1],
H. M. Cundy and C. F. Parry have shown that this depends of the position of P
with respect toH3. More precisely, these points are all real if and only ifP lies
strictly insideH3. One only is real whenP lies outsideH3. This leaves a special
case whenP lies onH3. See§2.4.

Recall that the contacts of the deltoidH3 with the linePQ1Q
∗

1 is the reflection
in Q1 of the second intersection of the circumcircle and the linePQ1Q

∗

1. Conse-
quently, every conic passing throughP , Q1, Q2, Q3 is a rectangular hyperbola and
all these hyperbolas form a pencilF of rectangular hyperbolas.
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Figure 3. The deltoidH3 and the pointsQ1, Q2, Q3

LetD be the diagonal rectangular hyperbola which contains the four in/excenters
of ABC, P ∗, andP/P ∗. Its center isΩD. Note that the tangent atP ∗ to D con-
tainsP and the tangent atP/P ∗ toD containsP . In other words, the polar line of
P in D is the line throughP ∗ andP/P ∗.

The pencilF contains the hyperbolaH passing throughP , P ∗, P/P ∗ andΩD

having the same asymptotic directions asD. The center ofH is the midpoint of
P andΩD. This gives an easy conic construction of the pointsQ1, Q2, Q3 when
P is given. See Figure 4. The pencilF contains another very simple rectangular
hyperbolaH′, which is the homothetic of the polar conic ofP inK underh

(

P, 1
2

)

.
Since this polar conic is the diagonal conic passing throughthe in/excenters andP ,
H′ containsP and the four midpoints of the segments joiningP to the in/excenters.

Corollary 2. The isocubicK contains the projectionsR1, R2, R3 of P ∗ on the
sidelines ofQ1Q2Q3. These three points lie on the bicevian conicC(G,P ). 2

Proof. Let R1 be the third point ofK on the lineQ2Q3. The following table shows
the collinearity relations of nine points onK and proves thatP ∗, R1 andQ∗

1 are
collinear.

2This is the conic through the vertices of the cevian triangles of G andP . This is theP -Ceva
conjugate of the line at infinity.
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Figure 4. The hyperbolasH andD

P P P ∗ ← P ∗ is the tangential ofP
Q2 Q3 R1 ← definition ofR1

Q∗

2 Q∗

3 Q∗

1 ← these three points lie at infinity

This shows that, fori = 1, 2, 3, the pointsP ∗, Ri andQ∗

i are collinear and, since
P , Qi andQ∗

i are also collinear, the linesPQi andP ∗Ri are parallel. It follows
from Theorem 1 thatRi is the projection ofP ∗ onto the lineRjRk.

Recall thatP ∗ is the secondary pivot ofK hence, for any pointM on K, the
pointsP ∗, M andP/M (cevian quotient) are three collinear points onK. Conse-
quently,Ri = P/Q∗

i and, sinceQ∗

i lies at infinity,Ri is a point onC(G,P ). �

Corollary 3. The linesQiR
∗

i , i = 1, 2, 3, pass through the cevian quotientP/P ∗.

Proof. This is obvious from the following table.

P ∗ P ∗ P ← P/P ∗ is the tangential ofP ∗

P Q∗

1 Q1 ← Q1Q
∗

1 must contain the pivotP
P R1 R∗

1 ← R1R
∗

1 must contain the pivotP
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Recall thatP ∗ is the tangential ofP (first column). The second column is the
corollary above. �

Corollary 4. LetS1, S2, S3 be the reflections ofP in Q1, Q2, Q3 respectively. The
asymptotes ofK are the parallel atS∗

i to the linesPQi or P ∗Ri.

Proof. These pointsSi lie on the polar conic of the pivotP since they are the har-
monic conjugate ofP with respect toQi andQ∗

i . The construction of the asymp-
totes derives from [2,§1.4.4]. �

Theorem 5. The inconicI(P ) concentric withC(G,P ) 3 is also inscribed in the
triangle Q1Q2Q3 and in the triangle formed by the Simson lines ofQ1, Q2, Q3.

Proof. Since the trianglesABC andQ1Q2Q3 are inscribed in the circumcircle,
there must be a conic inscribed in both triangles. The rest ismere calculation. �

In [4, §29, p.88], A. Haarbleicher remarks that the triangleABC and the re-
flection of Q1Q2Q3 in O circumscribe the same parabola. These two parabolas
are obviously symmetric aboutO. Their directrices are the line throughH and the
reflectionP ′ of P in O in the former case, and its reflection inO in the latter case.
The foci are the isogonal conjugates of the infinite points ofthese directrices and
its reflection aboutO.
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Figure 5. Thomson cubic

3This center is the complement of the complement ofP , i.e., the homothetic ofP underh(G, 1

4
).

Note that these two conicsI(P ) andC(G, P ) are bitangent at two points on the lineGP . When
P = G, they coincide since they both are the Steiner in-ellipse.
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For example, Figures 5 and 6 show the caseP = G. Note, in particular,
–K is the Thomson cubic,
–D is the Steiner (or Don Wallace) hyperbola,
–H containsX2, X3, X6, X110, X154, X354, X392, X1201, X2574, X2575,
–H′ containsX2, X99, X376, X551,
– the inconicI(P ) and the bicevian conicC(G,P ) are the Steiner in-ellipse,
– the two parabolas are the Kiepert parabola and its reflection in O.
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Figure 6. The Thomson cubic and the two parabolas

More generally, anypK(X6, P ) with pivot P on the Euler line is obviously
associated to the same two parabolas. In other words, any cubic of the Euler pencil
meets the circumcircle at three (not always real) pointsQ1, Q2, Q3 such that the
reflection of the Kiepert parabola inO is inscribed in the triangleQ1Q2Q3 and in
the circumcevian triangle ofO.

In particular, takingP = O, we obtain the McCay cubic and this shows that the
reflection of the Kiepert parabola inO is inscribed in the circumnormal triangle.

Another interesting case ispK(X6,X145) in Figure 7 since the incircle is in-
scribed in the triangleQ1Q2Q3.
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Figure 7. pK(X6, X145)

2.4. Isogonal pivotal cubics tangent to the circumcircle.In this section, we takeP
onH3 so thatK has a multiple point at infinity.

Here is a special case.H3 is tangent to the six bisectors ofABC. If we take the
bisectorAI, the contactP is the reflection ofA in the second intersectionAi of
AI with the circumcircle. The corresponding cubicK is the union of the bisector
AI and the conic passing throughB, C, the excentersIb andIc, Ai, the antipode
of A on the circumcircle.

Let us now takeM on the circleCH with centerH, radius2R and let us de-
note byTM the tangent atM to CH . The orthopoleP of TM with respect to the
antimedial triangle is a point onH3.

The corresponding cubicK meets(O) at P1 (double) andP3. The common
tangent atP1 toK and(O) is parallel toTM . Note thatP1 lies on the Simson line
SP of P with respect to the antimedial triangle.

The perpendicular atP1 to SP meets(O) again atP3 which is the antipode on
(O) of the second intersectionQ3 of SP and(O). The Simson line ofP3 is parallel
to TM .

It follows thatK has a triple common point with(O) if and only ifP1 andQ3 are
antipodes on(O) i.e. if and only ifSP passes throughO. This gives the following
theorem.
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Theorem 6. There are exactly three isogonal pivotal cubics which are tridents.

Their pivots are the cusps of the deltoidH3. The triple contacts with(O) are
the vertices of the circumnormal triangle.4 These points are obviously inflexion
points and the inflexional tangent is parallel to a sideline of the Morley triangle.
See Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Isogonal pivotal trident

2.5. Tangents atQ1, Q2, Q3. We know that the tangents atA, B, C to any pivotal
cubic concur atP ∗. This is not necessarily true for those atQ1, Q2, Q3.

Theorem 7. The tangents atQ1, Q2, Q3 to the isogonal cubicpK(X6, P ) concur
if and only ifP lies on the quinticQ063 with equation

∑

cyclic

a2y2z2 (SC(x + y)− SB(x + z)) = 0.

Q063 is a circular quintic with singular focusX376, the reflection ofG in O. It
has three real asymptotes parallel to those of the Thomson cubic and concurrent at
G.

4These three points are the common points of the circumcircleand the McCay cubic apartA, B,
C.
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A, B, C are nodes and the fifth points on the sidelines ofABC are the vertices
A′, B′, C ′ of the pedal triangle ofX20, the de Longchamps point. The tangents at
these points pass throughX20 and meet the corresponding bisectors at six points
on the curve. See Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The quinticQ063

Q063 containsI, the excenters,G, H, X20, X1113, X1114. Hence, for the Thom-
son cubic, the orthocubic, and the Darboux cubic, the tangents atQ1, Q2, Q3 con-
cur. The intersection of these tangents areX25 for the orthocubic, andX1498 for
the Darboux cubic. For the Thomson cubic, this is an unknown point5 in the current
edition of ETC on the lineGX1350.

5This has first barycentric coordinate

a
2(3S

2

A + 2a
2
SA + 5b

2
c
2).
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3. Non-isogonal pivotal cubics

We now consider a non-isogonal pivotal cubicK with poleω 6= K and pivotπ.
We recall thatπ∗ is theω−isoconjugate ofπ and thatπ/π∗ is the cevian quotient

of π andπ∗, these three points lying on the cubic.

3.1. Circular cubics. In this special case, two of the points, sayQ2 andQ3, are
the circular points at infinity. This gives already five common points of the cubic
on the circumcircle and the sixth pointQ1 must be real.

The isoconjugation with poleω swaps the pivotπ and the isopivotπ∗ which
must be the inverse (in the circumcircle ofABC) of the isogonal conjugate ofπ.
In this case, the cubic contains the pointT , isogonal conjugate of the complement
of π. This gives the following

Theorem 8. A non isogonal circular pivotal cubicK meets the circumcircle atA,
B, C, the circular points at infinity and another (real) pointQ1 which is the second
intersection of the line throughT andπ/π∗ with the circle passing throughπ, π∗

andπ/π∗.

Example: The Droussent cubicK008. This is the only circular isotomic pivotal
cubic. See Figure 10.

A

B C

π

T

Q1

π∗

π/π∗

Figure 10. The Droussent cubicK008

The pointsπ, π∗, T , Q1 areX316, X67, X671, X2373 respectively. The point
π/π∗ is not mentioned in the current edition of [6].

Note that whenπ = H, there are infinitely many circular pivotal cubics with
pivot H, with isopivotπ∗ at infinity. These cubics are the isogonal circular pivotal
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cubics with respect to the orthic triangle. They have their singular focusF on the
nine point circle and their poleω on the orthic axis. The isoconjugateH∗ of H
is the point at infinity of the cubic. The intersection with their real asymptote is
X, the antipode ofF on the nine point circle and, in this case,X = π/π∗. This
asymptote envelopes the Steiner deltoidH3. The sixth pointQ1 on the circumcircle
is the orthoassociate ofX, i.e. the inverse ofX in the polar circle.

Example: The Neuberg orthic cubicK050. This is the Neuberg cubic of the orthic
triangle. See [3].

3.2. General theorems for non circular cubics.

Theorem 9. K meets the circumcircle atA, B, C and three other pointsQ1, Q2,
Q3 (one at least is real) lying on a same conic passing throughπ, π∗ andπ/π∗.

Note that this conic meets the circumcircle again at the isogonal conjugate of the
infinite point of the trilinear polar of the isoconjugate ofω under the isoconjugation
with fixed pointπ.

With ω = p : q : r andπ = u : v : w, this conic has equation
∑

cyclic

p2v2w2(c2y+b2z)(wy−vz)+qru2x(vw(c2v−b2w)x+u(b2w2y−c2v2z)) = 0,

and the point on the circumcircle is :

a2

u2(rv2 − qw2)
:

b2

v2(pw2 − ru2)
:

c2

w2(qu2 − pv2)

Theorem 10. The conic inscribed in trianglesABC and Q1Q2Q3 is that with
perspector the cevian product ofπ andtgω, the isotomic of the isogonal ofω.

3.3. Relation with isogonal pivotal cubics.

Theorem 11. K meets the circumcircle at the same points as the isogonal pivotal
cubic with pivotP = u : v : w if and only if its poleω lie on the cubicKpole with
equation

∑

cyclic

(v + w)(c4y − b4z)
x2

a2
−





∑

cyclic

(b2 − c2)u



 xyz = 0

⇐⇒
∑

cyclic

a2u(c2y − b2z)(−a4yz + b4zx + c4xy) = 0.

In other words, for any pointω onKpole, there is a pivotal cubic with poleω
meeting the circumcircle at the same points as the isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot
P = u : v : w.
Kpole is a circum-cubic passing throughK, the vertices of the cevian triangle of

gcP , the isogonal conjugate of the complement ofP . The tangents atA, B, C are
the cevians ofX32.

The second equation above clearly shows that all these cubics belong to a same
net of circum-cubics passing throughK having the same tangents atA, B, C.
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This net can be generated by three decomposed cubics, one of them being the
union of the symmedianAK and the circum-conic with perspector theA-harmonic
associate ofX32.

For example, withP = H, Kpole is a nodal cubic with nodeK and nodal
tangents parallel to the asymptotes of the Jerabek hyperbola. It containsX6, X66,
X193, X393, X571, X608, X1974, X2911 which are the poles of cubics meeting the
circumcircle at the same points as the orthocubicK006.

Theorem 12. K meets the circumcircle at the same points as the isogonal pivotal
cubic with pivotP = u : v : w if and only if its pivotπ lie on the cubicKpivot with
equation

∑

cyclic

(v + w)(c4y − b4z) x2 +





∑

cyclic

(b2 − c2)u



 xyz = 0.

In other words, for any pointπ onKpivot, there is a pivotal cubic with pivotπ
meeting the circumcircle at the same points as the isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot
P = u : v : w.
Kpivot is a circum-cubic tangent atA, B, C to the symmedians. It passes through

P , the points on the circumcircle and on the isogonal pivotal cubic with pivotP ,
the infinite points of the isogonal pivotal cubic with pivot the complement ofP , the
vertices of the cevian triangle of tcP , the isotomic conjugate of the complement of
P .

Following the example above, withP = H, Kpivot is also a nodal cubic with
nodeH and nodal tangents parallel to the asymptotes of the Jerabekhyperbola. It
containsX3, X4, X8, X76, X847 which are the pivots of cubics meeting the cir-
cumcircle at the same points as the orthocubic, three of thembeingpK(X193,X76),
pK(X571,X3) andpK(X2911,X8).

Remark.Adding up the equations ofKpole andKpivot shows that these two cubics
generate a pencil containing thepK with pole theX32-isoconjugate of cP , pivot
theX39-isoconjugate of cP and isopivotX251.

For example, withP = X69, this cubic ispK(X6,X141). The nine common
points of all the cubics of the pencil areA, B, C, K, X1169 and the four foci of the
inscribed ellipse with centerX141, perspectorX76.

3.4. PivotalKpole andKpivot. The equations ofKpole andKpivot clearly show that
these two cubics are pivotal cubics if and only ifP lies on the lineGK. This gives
the two following corollaries.

Corollary 13. WhenP lies on the lineGK, Kpole is a pivotal cubic and contains
K, X25, X32. Its pivot is gcP (on the circum-conic throughG and K) and its
isopivot isX32. Its pole is the barycentric product ofX32 and gcP . It lies on the
circum-conic throughX32 andX251.

All these cubics belong to a same pencil of pivotal cubics. Furthermore,Kpole

contains the cevian quotients of the pivot gcP andK, X25, X32. Each of these
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points is the third point of the cubic on the corresponding sideline of the triangle
with verticesK, X25, X32. In particular,X25 gives the point gtP .

Table 1 shows a selection of these cubics.

P Kpole containsK, X25, X32 and cubic

X2 X31, X41, X184, X604, X2199 K346
X69 X2, X3, X66, X206, X1676, X1677 K177
X81 X1169, X1333, X2194, X2206

X86 X58, X1171

X193 X1974, X3053

X298 X15, X2981

X323 X50, X1495

X325 X511, X2987

X385 X1691, X1976

X394 X154, X577

X491 X372, X589

X492 X371, X588

X524 X111, X187

X1270 X493, X1151

X1271 X494, X1152

X1654 X42, X1918, X2200

X1992 X1383, X1384

X1994 X51, X2965

X2895 X37, X213, X228, X1030

atX1916 X237, X384, X385, X694, X733, X904, X1911, X2076, X3051

Table 1.Kpole with P on the lineGK.

Remark.atX1916 is the anticomplement of the isotomic conjugate ofX1916.

Corollary 14. WhenP lies on the lineGK,Kpivot containsP , G, H, K. Its pole
is gcP (on the cubic) and its pivot is tcP on the Kiepert hyperbola.

All these cubics also belong to a same pencil of pivotal cubics.
Table 2 shows a selection of these cubics.
We remark thatKpole is the isogonal of the isotomic transform ofKpivot but this

correspondence is not generally true for the pivotπ and the poleω. To be more
precise, forπ onKpivot, the poleω onKpole is the Ceva-conjugate of gcP and gtπ.

From the two corollaries above, we see that, given an isogonal pivotal cubicK
with pivot on the lineGK, we can always find two cubics with polesX25, X32 and
three cubics with pivotsG, H, K sharing the same points on the circumcircle as
K. Obviously, there are other such cubics but their pole and pivot both depend of
P . In particular, we havepK(gcP , tcP ) andpK(O× gcP , gcP ).

We illustrate this withP = G (and gcP = K) in which caseKpivot is the
Thomson cubicK002 andKpole is K346. Forπ andω chosen accordingly on these
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P Kpivot containsX2, X4, X6 and cubic

X2 X1, X3, X9, X57, X223, X282, X1073, X1249 K002
X6 X83, X251, X1176

X69 X22, X69, X76, X1670, X1671 K141
X81 X21, X58, X81, X572, X961, X1169, X1220, X1798, X2298 K379
X86 X86, X1126, X1171

X193 X25, X193, X371, X372, X2362 K233
X298 X298, X2981

X323 X30, X323, X2986

X325 X325, X2065, X2987

X385 X98, X237, X248, X385, X1687, X1688, X1976 K380
X394 X20, X394, X801

X491 X491, X589

X492 X492, X588

X524 X23, X111, X524, X671, X895 K273
X1270 X493, X1270

X1271 X494, X1271

X1611 X439, X1611

X1654 X10, X42, X71, X199, X1654

X1992 X598, X1383, X1992, X1995 K283
X1993 X54, X275, X1993

X1994 X5, X1166, X1994

X2287 X1817, X2287

X2895 X37, X72, X321, X2895, X2915

X3051 X384, X3051

atX1916 X39, X256, X291, X511, X694, X1432, X1916 K354

Table 2.Kpivot with P on the lineGK

cubics, we obtain a family of pivotal cubics meeting the circumcircle at the same
points as the Thomson cubic. See Table 3 and Figure 11.

With P = X69 (isotomic conjugate ofH), we obtain several interesting cubics
related to the centroidG=gcP , the circumcenterO=gtP . Kpole is K177, Kpivot is
K141 and the cubicspK(X2,X76) = K141, pK(X3,X2) = K168, pK(X6,X69)
= K169, pK(X32,X22) = K174, pK(X206,X6) have the same common points on
the circumcircle.
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π ω (Xi or SEARCH) cubic orXi on the cubic

X1 X41 X1, X6, X9, X55, X259

X2 X6 K002
X3 X32 K172
X4 0.1732184721703 X4, X6, X20, X25, X154, X1249

X6 X184 K167
X9 X31 X1, X6, X9, X56, X84, X165, X198, X365

X57 X2199 X6, X40, X56, X57, X198, X223

X223 X604 X6, X57, X223, X266, X1035, X1436

X282 0.3666241407629 X6, X282, X1035, X1436, X1490

X1073 0.6990940852287 X6, X64, X1033, X1073, X1498

X1249 X25 X4, X6, X64, X1033, X1249

Table 3. Thomson cubicK002 and some related cubics

A

B C

pK(X41,X1)

K

K002

K172

K167

pK(X31,X9)

pK(X604,X223)

Figure 11. Thomson cubicK002 and some related cubics

4. Non isogonal pivotal cubics and concurrent tangents

We now generalize Theorem 7 for any pivotal cubic with poleΩ = p : q : r and
pivot P = u : v : w, meeting the circumcircle atA, B, C and three other points
Q1, Q2, Q3. We obtain the two following theorems.
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Theorem 15. For a given poleΩ, the tangents atQ1, Q2, Q3 to the pivotal cubic
with poleΩ are concurrent if and only if its pivotP lies on the quinticQ(Ω).

Remark.Q(Ω) contains the following points:
– A, B, C which are nodes,
– the square roots ofΩ,
– tgΩ, theΩ-isoconjugate ofK,

– the vertices of the cevian triangle ofZ =
(

(c4pq+b4rp−a4qr)p
a2 : · · · : · · ·

)

, the

isoconjugate of the crossconjugate ofK and tgΩ in the isoconjugation with fixed
point tgΩ,
– the common points of the circumcircle and the trilinear polar ∆1 of tgΩ,
– the common points of the circumcircle and the line∆2 passing through tgΩ and
the cross-conjugate ofK and tgΩ.

Theorem 16. For a given pivotP , the tangents atQ1, Q2, Q3 to the pivotal cubic
with pivotP are concurrent if and only if its poleΩ lies on the quinticQ′(P ).

Remark.Q′(P ) contains the following points:
– the barycentric productP ×K,
– A, B, C which are nodes, the tangents being the cevian lines ofX32 and the
sidelines of the anticevian triangle ofP ×K,
– the barycentric squareP 2 of P and the vertices of its cevian triangle, the tangent
atP 2 passing throughP ×K.

5. Equilateral triangles

The McCay cubic meets the circumcircle atA, B, C and three other points
Na, Nb, Nc which are the vertices of an equilateral triangle. In this section, we
characterize all the pivotal cubicsK = pK(Ω, P ) having the same property.

We know that the isogonal conjugates of three such pointsNa, Nb, Nc are the in-
finite points of an equilateral cubic (aK60, see [2]) and that the isogonal transform
of K is another pivotal cubicK′ = pK(Ω′, P ′) with pole Ω′ the X32-isocongate
of Ω, with pivot P ′ the barycentric product ofP and the isogonal conjugate ofΩ.
HenceKmeets the circumcircle at the vertices of an equilateral triangle if and only
if K′ is apK60.

Following [2,§6.2], we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 17. For a given poleΩ or a given pivotP , there is one and only one piv-
otal cubicK = pK(Ω, P ) meeting the circumcircle at the vertices of an equilateral
triangle.

With Ω = K (or P = O) we obviously obtain the McCay cubic and the equilat-
eral triangle is the circumnormal triangle. More generally, apK meets the circum-
circle at the vertices of circumnormal triangle if and only if its poleΩ lies on the
circum-cubicK378 passing throughK, the vertices of the cevian triangle of the
Kosnita pointX54, the isogonal conjugates ofX324, X343. The tangents atA, B,
C are the cevians ofX32. The cubic is tangent atK to the Brocard axis andK is a
flex on the cubic. See [3] and Figure 12.

The locus of pivots of these same cubics isK361. See [3] and Figure 13.
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Figure 12. K378, the locus of poles of circumnormalpKs
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Figure 13. K361, the locus of pivots of circumnormalpKs
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